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A2SECURE is the cybersecurity service provider trusted by more than 200 international clients because it speeds
up the maturity of their digital security with the engagement of committed experts ensuring the continuity of
their business, preventing breaches of security and dismantling any internet threat.  

Strengths: Risk and compliance MSS to support clients to improve global resilience through security offices,
Ciso as a service, and DPO Office; PCI DSS as QSA provider; MDR - SOC or 24X7 focus on detection and
response, up to proactive hunting of threats; RedTeam factory, discovery of vulnerabilities in cloud, webs, APIs, 
etc. under OWASP or Miter-att&ck.to improve resilience.

#1 A2SECURE

WEBSITE

Albert Morell
Founder

Linkedin

http://ck.to/
https://www.a2secure.com/en/
http://linkedin.com/in/albert-morell-aa14b616


#2 A3SEC
We are Digital Warriors! A3Sec is a multinational company with proprietary and innovative cybersecurity
solutions. We are a benchmark in unified cybersecurity operation services for medium and large organizations,
providing a clearly differential value in the market. We are our clients' partners, in charge of shielding digital
environments, minimizing the impacts and digital threats in their businesses and evolving permanently. 

WEBSITE Linkedin

Javier Diaz Evans
Global Managing Director

http://www.a3sec.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/javier-diaz-evans/


#3 Aiuken
Aiuken Cybersecurity is an international cybersecurity company, specialized in MDRS managed security services,
integration of security solutions and high value-added Cloud services operating in 7 countries. 

WEBSITE Linkedin

Juan Miguel Velasco
Founder&CEO

Néstor Carriba
Channel & Alliances

Director
Linkedin

http://www.aiuken.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/n%C3%A9stor-carriba-rodr%C3%ADguez-7543751/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/juanmiguelvelasco/


#4 Arexdata
Spanish cybersecurity company that develops and distributes data security solutions to ensure data governance, security
of sensitive data and pass compliance audits with less effort and expense. 
Arexdata DSPM Audits, Classifies and Protects data in enterprises, providing End-to-End Visibility and Traceability in a
Centralized manner.  
The management team is formed by its founder, Pedro Tortosa, engineer, investor and entrepreneur with extensive
experience in the creation and leadership of technology startups. Alberto González, Co-Founder and CTO, engineer with
experience in the software industry and Alberto Tejero, CEO, computer engineer who developed his career in
management positions in cybersecurity, compliance and data protection companies. 

WEBSITE Linkedin

Pedro Tortosa
Chairman of the Board

http://www.arexdata.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pedro-tortosa-30a6286/


Erik Remmelzwaal 
CEO & Co-Owner

#5 Attic Security
Experienced ethical hackers creating futureproof, solid and scalable solutions to support
digitalized societies. 

 

LinkedinWEBSITE

https://www.linkedin.com/in/erikremmelzwaal/
https://www.atticsecurity.com/


#6 Awareways
We believe that in our digitizing world, a solid security culture is key. And that security
awareness is the starting point for behavioral change. Our mission is to create a more resilient
information society.

Arthur Timmerman 
Co-Founder, CCO

LinkedinWEBSITE

https://www.linkedin.com/in/awareways/
https://awareways.com/


#7 Beygoo
BeyGoo is a Digital Risk Protection platform focused on early incident detection and fraud prevention.

WEBSITE Linkedin

Fernando Campagnale
Co-Founder & Chief
Operating Officer

https://beygoo.io/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/fernando-campagnale-80964a16/


Binare.io is a prominent Finnish startup, a cybersecurity spin-off from University of Jyvaskyla.  
Catering numerous (I)IoT/connected verticals, it develops a unique and flagship SaaS/on-premise platform for
(I)IoT cybersecurity - focusing on device firmware analysis (assessment, reporting), SBOM recovery/generation,
SBOM software decay monitoring/alerting, automation of (I)IoT pre-certification (ioXt, UL2900, ETSI303645), and
component licensing analysis.  
The platform works on binaries, does not require source code hence, protecting customers' valuable IPR. 
 The founding/leadership team includes pioneers of Firmware-Analysis-as-a-Service, recognized international
(I)IoT cybersecurity experts in academic/industrial worlds.

 
 

#8 Binare 

WEBSITE Linkedin

Andrei Costin
CEO

https://binare.io/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/costinandrei/


Linkedin

#9 Breachlock
Founded in 2019, BreachLock, Inc. is recognized as a global leader in the cybersecurity industry, specializing in
scalable and comprehensive Penetration Testing as a Service (PTaaS). As a cloud-native innovator, BreachLock
delivers market-disrupting PTaaS by leveraging the power of AI to scale the skill and creativity of human
Penetration Testers, giving enterprises complete security posture visibility from an adversary perspective.
BreachLock’s human Penetration Testers validate vulnerabilities discovered by AI and uncover vulnerabilities
that automation cannot find. BreachLock is the world’s first full-stack Penetration Testing solution, covering all
attack surfaces such as Web Applications, Internal & External Networks, Mobile Applications, and API Endpoints.
BreachLock is on a mission to Make Cyberspace a Safe Place.

WEBSITE

Seemant Sehgal
Founder & CEO
BreachLock Inc

https://www.linkedin.com/in/s-sehgal/
https://www.breachlock.com/


WEBSITE

#10 CDeX
Cyber Defence eXercise Platform (CDeX) intends to make the world a safer place through
supporting organisations in hiring and developing the best cybersecurity professionals. Our
comprehensive Cyber Range and Academy solutions enable organisations to train IT
professionals in realistic automated attack scenarios, where they have to apply practical cyber
defence skills. Our platform is currently being distributed among customers of all sizes due to its
scalability, ease of implementation and quick results.

 

Mat Baldys
Business Development
Manager

Linkedin

https://cdex.cloud/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mateusz-baldys-20b330158/


#11 Cryptomage

WEBSITE

Cryptomage is a hi-tech ICT company with academic roots, offering Network Detection and Response class
cybersecurity probe. Cryptomage Cyber Eye™ is much more than a traffic flow analytics tool. It provides
real-time, network-based anomaly detection and prediction and a unique approach to network traffic
analysis, with a combination of protocol behavior, packet analysis, and host communications behavior
analysis powered by proprietary ML and AI algorithms. It’s designed to integrate and interact with other
security solutions to increase threat detection.
We are open to cooperation with investors partners who can sell our solution on the US market and with
end customers.

 
Miłosz Smolarczyk
CEO and co-founder

Linkedin

https://cryptomage.com/en/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/msmolarczyk/


CyberCoach is an app for Teams/Slack that trains employees in digital security and enables them to coach
vulnerable individuals like children and the elderly. The app provides 24/7 anonymous support and training
games that simulate real-life threat scenarios, including on topics such as disinformation, cybercrime, and
online bullying. CyberCoach aims to bridge the digital skills gap and create a safer digital society. It is a
responsible and effective solution for organizations to enhance the protection of their employees, customers,
and community. 

 
 

#12 Cult Security 

WEBSITE Linkedin

Maria Bigue
CEO

https://cultsecurity.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/biquemaria/


#13 CyCommSec

WEBSITE

Michał Suchocki
Product Director

Linkedin

Cycommsec is a cybersecurity company that provides a unique approach to offensive cybersecurity. Their SaaS
solution, the offensive orchestrator, offers continuous cybersecurity assurance through a combination of
proactive activities including pentesting, vulnerability assessment, hardening, risk mitigation, risk management,
CISO as a service, and compliance.

We are currently seeking investors who can help us boost the development of new features for our Offensive
platform, partners who can sell our platform in the US market, and potential customers who understand the
need for cybersecurity risk management.

https://cycommsec.com/en/home-english/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/micha%C5%82-s-46a99642/


Cypherdog Security Inc., an encryption company based in the United States, was founded in
2018 as a response to the ever-changing global trends in cybersecurity. The flagship product,
Cypherdog Encryption, is tailored to both individual and business users, enabling them to
encrypt any file and text, and share them via any medium, especially e-mail. The main goal of
the company is to protect data and ensure complete privacy of communication. Cypherdog
Security Inc., awarded numerous times for its innovative approach to cybersecurity, is actively
looking for new clients, contacts, and partnership opportunities.

 

#14 Cypherdog

WEBSITE

Sebastian Krakowski
CEO 

Linkedin

https://www.cypher.dog/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sebastian-krakowski/


#15 DIGITAL CORE DESIGN

WEBSITE

Digital Core Design has been established in 1999 and since the early beginnings is focused on IP
Core and SoC design. Since that time, DCD mastered more than 70 different architectures and
more than 750 000 000 electronic devices around the globe have been equipped with DCD’s
electronic hearts. One of the latest solutions is a cryptographic system named “CryptOne” which
utilized DCD’s computational power and the best Polish cryptographers patents. Company is
open for all kinds of collaboration.

 

Jacek Hanke
CEO 

Linkedin

https://www.dcd.pl/enterprise-day-young-students-digital-core-design/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jacekhanke/?originalSubdomain=pl


International consultancy firm that operates in the field of cybersecurity. Support business leaders, executives
and decision-makers strenghten their cyber risk governance. Disem Institute offers cyber risk governance in the
form of human-centric services in four areas, namely, strategic wisdom, intelligent monitoring, governance
structure, and security enabling culture.

 
 

#16 Disem Institute 

WEBSITE Linkedin

Iris Zeijlemaker
Managing
Director/Founder

https://www.disem-institute.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/iris-zeijlemaker-in-t-veld-mba-a160b422/?originalSubdomain=nl


Linkedin

#17 DongIT
We are a close-knit club of ethical hackers and web developers, working together for over a
decade with an established track record.

WEBSITE

Wouter van Dongen 
CEO & Founder

https://www.linkedin.com/in/wsvandongen/
https://dongit.eu/en


Linkedin

#18 DTACT
DTACT provides a unique agnostic platform which makes data and systems interoperable within
a few clicks. With strong roots in the cyber security and national security domains we
understand the importance of its missions and how to create impact.

WEBSITE

Sander Swinckels 
CEO & Co-Founder

https://www.linkedin.com/in/shtjswinkels/?originalSubdomain=sg
https://dtact.com/


Fudo Security is at the forefront of innovation in the global cybersecurity market, with hundreds of satisfied
customers in more than 30 countries across many industries, including - finance, telecoms, healthcare, the
public sector, and beyond.
Our mission is to build a new standard for secure access to make business collaboration safe, simple, and
affordable for organizations of all sizes.
Our products: Fudo Enterprise and Fudo One allow you to monitor users' activity with access to critical assets,
help you manage your password policy, and alert you to suspicious behavior.  

Looking for: Investors, partners, customers 

 

#19 Fudo Security

WEBSITE Linkedin

Patryk Brożek
CEO and co-founder

https://fudosecurity.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/patrykbrozek/


#20 GMV  
GMV is a privately-owned, technology multinational founded in 1984 and headquartered in Europe with US
offices in the Washington DC and Los Angeles. GMV total current staff is 3000 with a global revenue of $260M.
We boast near 30 years of experience in Cybersecurity consulting, offering highly specialized remote and on-site
Information Security consultancy services such as security risk assessments, vulnerability management, security
architecture designs, penetration tests and development of ISMS based on international standards. GMV
partners with corporations and multilateral institutions globally, covering the whole Information Security
lifecycle through the provision of Cybersecurity engineering and integration services, 24x7 managed services
and designing its own specialized products. 

WEBSITE Linkedin

Jonás Porcar
Vice President

https://www.gmv.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jonasporcar/


Hoxhunt is a human risk management platform that goes beyond security awareness to drive behavior change
and measurably lower risk. We combine AI and behavioral science to create individualized micro-training
experiences people love. Employees learn to detect and report advanced phishing attacks. Operations teams
respond fast with limited resources. And security leaders gain outcome-driven metrics to document reduced
cybersecurity risk. 

 
 

#21 Hoxhunt 

WEBSITE Linkedin

Mika Aalto
CEO

https://www.hoxhunt.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mpaalto/


#22 Inetum  

Digital Onboarding: Inetum has developed the Digital Onboarding Platform that offers our clients the necessary
services for the identification and validation of people and documents in all their business processes in a simple
way.  
Security Operations Center (SOC): Inetum's SOC performs cyberattack prevention, monitoring, surveillance and
response functions, and security solution management, in addition to offering fraud identification, analysis and
prevention services. 

Inetum is an agile IT services global company that provides digital services and solutions. It offers its clients a unique
combination of proximity, a breakdown by sector, and state of the art solutions. 
The Cybersecurity and Digital Identity department of Inetum in Spain has solid experience in:  

WEBSITE

Manuel Calderón Palacios
Cybersecurity & Digital
Identity Director

https://www.inetum.com/


#23 INSSIDE  
IINSSIDE, is a company specialized in cybersecurity, that provides services from a comprehensive 360°
perspective through its professional, reliable, and quality services, aligned with the most recognized standards
in the industry, promoting the construction of a solid culture of cybersecurity with clients.  
In addition, INSSIDE works with the latest technology and partners, with more than 130 clients from all over the
world. With offices in Spain, Argentina, Brazil, and Chile, the cybersecurity company is present in more than 15
countries accompanying large companies in the management of cybersecurity, constantly innovating to offer
the best protection, response and solutions.  

WEBSITE Linkedin

Carlos Jaureche
Sales Manager

http://www.insside.net/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/carlosjaureche/


#24 Ironchip 
Ironchip is the next generation identity solution based on zero knowledge proofs that helps you to achieve your
company security dream: Zero Accounts Takeover. We provide a passwordless and codeless solution that
prevents and detect phising, man in the middle and account takeover attacks. We use unspoofable location,
device intelligence and user behaviour to check user identity, providing two solutions: An identity platform for
your workforce and a Fraud Detection solution for your final users. 

WEBSITE

https://www.ironchip.com/


#25 iSEC Auditors 
ISecAuditors is a well-recognized company with high quality-driven standards of the cybersecurity services
provided and high-qualified technical team. The company has been providing specialist services since 2001. 
Our services are focused on Technical Reviews using hacking and RedTeaming techniques on all types of IT,
applications, devices, etc.; Implementation Projects and Certification Audits of PCI standards, as QSA, ASV, CPSA,
QPA and SSA, Implementation of ISO standards of the 27000 family and other cybersecurity frameworks and its
maintenance with Cybersecurity and Compliance Technical Offices; Forensics, and Expert Witness services; and
cybersecurity Training. 

WEBSITE Linkedin

Daniel Fernández Bleda
Global Sales
Manager/Partner

http://www.isecauditors.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/danielfernandezbleda/


#26 Lex Program 
Lex Program is a startup that develops cybersecurity, privacy and compliance technologies. Our Saas LEX 4Web,
which is a dynamic cookie banner that works with any website and ensures full compliance with all applicable
data privacy and children protection regulations. It allows the user to select their language and location, upon
the user selection, the banner text is updated in real time to be fully aligned with the applicable regulations for
the user’s area of residence. It is commercialized via a SaaS model (Software as a Service), through a yearly
subscription. 

WEBSITE Linkedin

Iñaki Jauregui
CEO

http://www.isecauditors.comhttps/lexprogram.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/abogado-en-donostia-san-sebastian/?originalSubdomain=es


#27 Maltiverse 
Maltiverse offers the fastest and easiest way to adopt Threat Intelligence for organizations. The platform
aggregates and curates IoCs from various public and private threat intelligence sources to help organizations
detect, analyze, and respond to cyber threats. By filtering out false positives, Maltiverse delivers accurate,
actionable intelligence to its users. The company's offerings are designed to integrate with popular security
tools, such as Microsoft Sentinel via the TAXII connector, enabling organizations to enhance their security
posture and streamline incident response. Maltiverse aims to empower businesses with the insights needed to
proactively defend against cyber threats. 

WEBSITE Linkedin

Antonio Gomez Martin
Chief Product Officer 

https://whatis.maltiverse.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gomezmartinantonio/?locale=en_US


The NCSC-FI develops and monitors the operational reliability and security of communications networks and
services. We provide situational awareness of cyber security. 

 
 

Leevi Hietala 
Information Security
Specialist

#28 National Cybersecurity Centre 

WEBSITE

https://www.kyberturvallisuuskeskus.fi/en


Linkedin

#29 ON2IT
ON2IT offers 24/7 cybersecurity as a service. We have been looking after our clients’
cybersecurity through our Managed Security Operations Center (mSOC) and Security
Orchestration, Automation and Response (SOAR) platform since 2005.

WEBSITE

Marcel van Eemeren 
CEO

https://www.linkedin.com/in/marcel-van-eemeren-31a2526/
https://on2it.net/


Linkedin

#30 Prodaft
PRODAFT (Proactive Defense Against Future Threats) is a leading cyber threat intelligence
company that was founded in 2012. Our mission is to keep the citizens, businesses and
governments safe from any major security threats by providing timely and accurate information. 

WEBSITE

Koryak Uzan
Managing Partner

https://www.linkedin.com/in/koryak/
https://www.prodaft.com/


#31 Quside 
Quside designs and delivers the most advanced randomness solutions for the cryptography and high-
performance computing markets. Leveraging quantum and photonic technologies, Quside help customers
design products with the strongest randomness foundation, improving their security features and performance
metrics. Quside span out from ICFO, a world-leading research institute, in 2017 and offers multiple form factors,
ranging from the highest performance quantum entropy chip in the market to the world’s first randomness
processing units (RPU).

WEBSITE Linkedin

Carlos Abellan
CEO

http://www.quside.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/carlosabellan/?originalSubdomain=es


#32 Redborder 
Eneo Tecnología is a company specialized in IT/OT network security, using big data technologies in real time and
artificial intelligence to protect and prevent network attacks. 
we are an active network visibility and security management platform which combines all existing information
available on the network to protect, and prevent attacks. 
 
 

WEBSITE

Representative:
Borja de la Maza

https://redborder.com/


#33 Secfense

WEBSITE Linkedin

Secfense is an innovative cybersecurity company that is on a mission to change the way businesses approach
authentication adoption. Our cutting-edge platform leverages the latest authentication technologies, including
FIDO2, to provide a fast track to passwordless security. With FIDO2, users can securely authenticate using
biometric factors such as fingerprint or facial recognition, eliminating the need for passwords altogether. Our
platform makes implementing FIDO2 simple and straightforward, allowing companies to quickly and easily
enhance their security posture without disrupting existing workflows. With Secfense, businesses can say
goodbye to the hassle of passwords and hello to a faster, more secure future. Join the passwordless revolution
with Secfense.

 Miro Tenkl 
Business Development
Manager

https://secfense.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/miroslavtenkl/


Tony Daly is the managing director of Seiber, who are based in Wales, that provide consultancy and training
services in the areas of Information Security and Open-Source Intelligence and are accredited training providers
for ISACA, (ISC)2, the British Computer Society, and NCSC Assured Training. Tony has over 25 years’ experience
gained from working in the UK military and private sectors.

 
 

#34 Seiber 

WEBSITE

Tony Daly
Managing Director

https://www.seiber.co.uk/


Today, the software market is defined by platforms, but cybersecurity is lagging behind.  
SensorFleet has introduced an open platform and application ecosystem approach for cybersecurity
monitoring. Organisations can consolidate their event collection and cyber visibility across the OT, IT and Cloud.
Results integrate to existing SIEM’s, such as Azure Sentinel. SensorFleet aligns with the Cybersecurity Mesh, one
of the Top Technology Trends identified by Gartner in 2022. 
With 12 ready-to-use applications, edge detection and open API’s for application integration, SensorFleet
provides immediate value by filling the gaps in cyber visibility, while also supporting a seamless capability
extension for the future. 

 
 

#35 SensorFleet 

WEBSITE Linkedin

Sami Petäjäsoja
CEO

https://sensorfleet.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/petajasoja/


Sofistic is a company that offers solutions designed for the different maturity levels of any entity. It has a wide
experience in minimizing risk, maximizing protection and response, without reducing business efficiency. 
Founded in 2009, Sofistic has offices in 6 countries in 2 continents, strongly positioned after working with more
than 50 banks and critical sectors as governments, telecommunications companies, or critical infrastructures,
like airports, airlines, etc. 
Both the company and its employees have a large number of security certifications, including ENS or ISO 27001,
and the SOC service is part of FIRST, the most prestigious worldwide forum of CERT. 

 
 

#36 Sofistic 

WEBSITE Linkedin

Angel López 
CEO

https://www.sofistic.com/en/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/angelsofistic


SSH is a defensive cybersecurity company that safeguards communications and access between systems,
automated applications, and people. We have 5,000+ customers worldwide, including 40 percent of Fortune 500
companies and major organizations in the Finance, Government, Retail, and Industrial segments. We help our
customers secure their business in the age of hybrid cloud and distributed IT and OT infrastructures. Our
passwordless and keyless Zero Trust solutions reduce costs and complexity while quantum-safe encryption
keeps critical connections future-proof. Our teams and partners in North America, Europe, and Asia ensure
customer success. The company’s shares (SSH1V) are listed on Nasdaq Helsinki.

 
 

#37 SSH 

WEBSITE Linkedin

Suvi Lampila
SSH Fellow

https://www.ssh.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/suvi-lampila/


We are a cybersecurity company from Spain born in 2018, specialized in audits, secure application
development, cybersecurity training, office of cybersecurity, consulting, compliance and expertise and ciso as a
service. 
We also offer two cybersecurity products: 
TOTALSOC: It is a sensor that analyzes network traffic in order to look for potentially suspicious activities. 
AUDIBOX: It is a device that automates the process of auditing a network, analyzing the devices and exposing
possible vulnerabilities. 
Security is not just a service for large companies! 

 
 

#38 SSH Team 

WEBSITE Linkedin

Ignacio Alonso Neila 
CEO

https://sshteam.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ignacioalonsoneila/


Linkedin

#39 Ubiqu
The highest form of digital security, that’s what ubiqu stands for. We provide a radical new
remote secure element technology. It is the first time that a software solution outperforms a
hardware solution. By digitalizing hardware, ubiqu is the first company that can offer a patented
and certified software security solution for all your possible needs: be it from governments and
banking, small companies or individual customer needs up to omnichannel.

WEBSITE

Boris Goranov 
CEO

https://www.linkedin.com/in/borisgoranov/
https://ubiqu.com/


WithSecure™, formerly F-Secure Business, is cyber security’s reliable partner. IT service providers, MSSPs and
businesses – along with the largest financial institutions, manufacturers, and thousands of the world’s most
advanced communications and technology providers – trust us for outcome-based cyber security that protects
and enables their operations. 
Our AI-driven protection secures endpoints and cloud collaboration, and our intelligent detection and response
are powered by experts who identify business risks by proactively hunting for threats and confronting live
attacks. Our consultants partner with enterprises and tech challengers to build resilience through evidence-
based security advice.

 
 

#40 WithSecure

WEBSITE Linkedin

Mikko Hyppönen
Chief Research Officer

https://www.withsecure.com/en/home
https://www.linkedin.com/in/hypponen/


Xiphera, Ltd, based in Finland, designs and implements cryptographic security for hardware solutions. Our strong
cryptographic expertise and extensive experience in digital system design enable us to help our customers to protect
their most valuable assets, especially in the fields of critical infrastructures and security-focused industry sectors. 
Xiphera offers secure and highly optimised cryptographic Intellectual Property (IP) cores, designed directly for Field
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) and Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) without software components.
Our broad and up-to-date solution portfolio, including implementations of Post-Quantum Cryptography, enables cost-
effective development projects with fast time-to-market – providing peace of mind in a dangerous world. 

 
 

#41 Xiphera

WEBSITE Linkedin

Akyra Pagoulatos
Sales Director 
North America

https://xiphera.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/akyra-pagoulatos-592519/


ORGANIZERS:

Dedicated partner:

https://www.businessfinland.fi/en/for-finnish-customers/home
https://www.fisc.fi/fi
https://nlintheusa.com/
https://www.gov.pl/web/usa-en/embassy-washington
https://www.incibe.es/en
https://www.gov.wales/
https://cyberinnovationhub.wales/
https://ecs-org.eu/
https://cybermadeinpoland.pl/en/home-page/
https://www.infinigate.com/

